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STEPHEN Sondhelkn's lyrics for the show
Follies reach their acme of wit in the

very first song, in which he rhymes "celes-
tial" with "the best ya'll (agree)." The
song, Beautiful Girls, is sung by an aging,
flabby tenor (Michael Bartlett) as a line of
women, former Follies girls attending a re-
union in the crumbling shell of their old
and soon -to -be -demolished theater, goes
tottering down a staircase in a creaky re-
prise of the famous Follies showgirl parade.

The women are all either approaching
menopause or are well beyond it, some are
overweight, the party clothes they have
worn for the occasion are for the most part
in striking bad taste, and Sondheim's
rhyme, with its play on "bestial," makes
the dowdy spectacle of their exhibition
seem not only ironic and sad but actively
disgusting. In the finale, when the tenor
holds a howling top note on "bee-yow-tee-
ful" as the "girls" straggle into a tableau,
there isn't even a trace of irony left, and the
disgust we feel turns to indignation: at least
the old Follies never exploited human be-
ings as harshly as they are exploited here.

There probably never has been such a
scene in an American musical before, but
its offensiveness does not end with this one
outburst. The whole show is permeated by
a retching fear and hatred of growing old;
as staged, it continually juxtaposes past and
present in such a way as to make the de-
crepitude of the present a rebuke to the ro-
manticism of the past and a form of revenge
upon it, as if the dream of success and hap-
piness and eternal love must be turned into
its hideous opposite-cynicism and failure
and ugliness and nightmarish relations be-
tween the sexes-as the price of maturity.
And since the intellectual resources of
James Goldman's book are not what one
would call major, the show leaves us feel-
ing that we have been fed these damaging
romantic illusions about life by means of
the simplest things imaginable-in popular
songs and bright colors and the sight of
pretty girls going up and down staircases. It

suggests that we believed the songs we
sang and accepted the frivolous extravagan-
zas as a metaphor for reality, and that now
it's time to wake up and die. Later on in the
show there's another ensemble number led
by Mary McCarty called Who's That Wom-
an?, which paints a kind of Dorian Gray -
like picture of hell in the House of Revlon.
As
Lord, that woman is me!"), they are joined
in a fast tap by ghosts of their former Fol-
lies selves, succulent young girls in their
physical prime who can have no idea, poor
things, that they're doomed to go the way
of all flesh.

THIS number, which is the best ensemble
number in the show-the only one in
which anyone seems to be having any fun
(though nobody has more fun than Ethel
Shutta all by herself doing Broadway
Baby)-happens to be the worst number in
the original -cast album just released by
Capitol. I don't know why it should be so
cacophonous, although on the stage it is
just that, and badly miked and synched
(taps and chorus vocal) as well. I mention it
only because, like several other numbers
on the record, it conveys hardly anything of
the show's grosser intentions to the listen-
er. In that sense, Follies sounds better than
it plays. Anyone who hasn't seen it staged
might think Beautiful Girls a fairly amusing
parody of Nacio Herb Brown and nothing
more (a similar number in the movie The
Night They Raided Minsky's managed to
be inoffensively hilarious). In context,
however, it's destructive and cruel.

Follies belongs to that line of musicals in
which the songs are constantly being invad-
ed by the plot and vice versa. The portion
of Sondheim's score that is not Tin Pan Al-
ley parody is concerned with Sally and Bud-
dy and Phyllis and Ben, four middle-aged
neurotics who come to the party and cry
extensively into their beer about the days
when they were four young neurotics to-
gether. Sally is married to Buddy but still

loves Ben and Buddy knows it. Ben is mar-
ried to Phyllis and is a wreck of a hollow
success and Phyllis knows it.

When they are not crucifying themselves
and each other for their misspent lives and
lost opportunities, they are flashing back to
1941 or thereabouts, when it all seemed so
fresh and hopeful, but the Forties are no

Just as the
present-day Sally, Buddy, Phyllis, and Ben
seem to be acting away for the camera of
John Cassavetes, their Forties counterparts
seem to have stepped right out of Cover
Girl. It's just a new showbiz convention
against an old one. The old one has the
characters confront life with "Gee whiz" or
words to that effect; the new one has them
say "Aw, _ _ _" (fill in the four-letter exple-
tive with which Gene Nelson ends The
Right Girl, one of his two big numbers).

It is strange to hear Follies praised, not
only for its "adult" (read "sour") outlook
but for its music and its dramatic continui-
ty; the general impression is that it's a new
type of musical like Company, the other
Sondheim hit which was also produced and
directed by Harold Prince. As a composer
Sondheim may one day develop his own
style, but here he still sounds like Leonard
Bernstein's kid brother (let's not go into
whose kid brother Bernstein sounds like),
and models for many of the numbers in
Follies existed as long ago as Kurt Weill's
Street Scene and Lady in the Dark, two
shows I'd just as soon not flash back to. The
moralizing and factitiousness of those
shows (which were also supposedly about
real people) were dreary then; so was the
semi -operatic form, which is preserved in
Follies like a secret soft-drink formula.
Some Weill -type songs are served up again
too, conspicuously The Story of Lucy and
Jessie, which is The Saga ofJenny all over
again. To his credit, Sondheim seems to
have offered his pastiches in a genial spirit,
like a host showing us his collection of old
movies; but to some critics this is enough to
make him the king of a new genre.
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